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The van derWaals (vdW) force is a ubiquitous short-range interaction between atoms andmolecules1,2
that underlies many fundamental phenomena3–5. Early pairwise additive theories pioneered by Kee-
som6, Debye7, and London8 suggested the force to be monotonically attractive for separations larger
than the vdW contact distance. However, seminal work by Lifshitz et al.9 predicted that quantum fluc-
tuations can change the sign of vdW interactions from attractive to repulsive. Although recent exper-
iments carried out in fluid environment have demonstrated the long-range counterpart – the Casimir
repulsion10–12, it remains controversial whether the vdW repulsion exists13–15, or is sufficiently strong
to alter solid-state properties. Here we show that the atomic thickness and birefringent nature of two-
dimensional (2D) materials, arising from their anisotropic dielectric responses, make them a versatile
medium to tailor themany-body Lifshitz-vdW interactions at solid-state interfaces. Based on our theo-
retical prediction, we experimentally examine two heterointerface systems in which the vdW repulsion
becomes comparable to the two-body attraction. We demonstrate that the in-plane movement of gold
atoms on a sheet of freestanding graphene becomes nearly frictionless at room temperature. Repulsion
between molecular solid and gold across graphene results in a new polymorph with enlarged out-of-
plane lattice spacings. The possibility of creating repulsive energy barriers in nanoscale proximity to
an uncharged solid surface offers technological opportunities such as single-molecule actuation and
atomic assembly.
When two electroneutral objects, A and B, are brought in proximity in a polarizable medium, m, the
correlations in their temporal electromagnetic (EM) fluctuations usually lead to an attractive interaction3. At
small separations (< 10 nm), this is the vdW force1, and at large separations (> 20 nm) known as the Casimir
force10,11. The existence of Casimir repulsion was theoretically predicted via the manipulation of EMmodes
at the interacting surfaces16–19, which was later experimentally measured12,20–22. As the interaction potential
in the Lifshitz theory1,9 is proportional to the product of effective polarizabilities of A and B screened by m,
the most straightforward approach to generate Casimir or vdW repulsion is to design a set of materials such
that12
(휀A − 휀m)(휀B − 휀m) < 0 (1)
where 휀A, 휀B, 휀m are the frequency-dependent dielectric responses for A, B, and m, respectively. Ac-
cordingly, the experiments demonstrating long-range Casimir repulsion were majorly carried out in high-
refractive-index fluids, i.e., m=fluid, in which 휀m is between 휀A and 휀B over a wide range of frequencies to
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obey inequality (1).
However, the examination of vdW repulsion in a fluid13–15,23,24, has two fundamental limitations. First,
the high-refractive-index fluid medium is made by highly polar molecules, and their orientation and polarity
within the small separating gap may disturb the force12. Second, more critically, the fluid dielectric response
usually drops rapidly beyond the visible frequency region, lowering 휀m below 휀A and 휀B25 that results in
high-frequency attraction. The long-range repulsive force observed in fluid arises from the retardation of
the high-frequency contributions, but when working at small separations, the full-spectrum summation may
convert the force from repulsion to attraction25. The existence of vdW repulsion thus remains elusive.
In principle, there is no reason why vdW repulsion cannot exist in solid-state systems. The inequality
(1) can be easily fulfilled, for example, by placing an ultrathin semiconductor sandwiched between a metal
and an insulator. The major challenge is to properly design a set of materials where the vdW repulsion is
sufficiently strong to be observed. In this work, we prove that the Lifshitz formalism remains valid in the
vdW regime, successfully predicting the existence of vdW repulsion in the 2D materials-mediated systems.
The idea of investigating the 2D materials-mediated repulsive vdW forces was inspired by recent findings
of the wetting transparency26–30 and the remote epitaxy31,32 on graphene-coated substrates. In these sys-
tems, the vdW interactions exerted by the substrate (A) can be transmitted through the monolayer-containing
medium (m) and greatly influence the thermodynamic properties on the other side (B), meaning that 2D ma-
terials are highly transparent to vdW interactions. We therefore predict, if the dielectric response of the 2D
material medium is between 휀A and 휀B, a strong vdW repulsion may be generated.
Consider two semi-infinite bulk materials A and B separated by a gap containing a sheet of monolayer
2D material (Fig. 1a). When the separation 푑 is larger than the vdW thickness of monolayer, we treat
the separating gap containing the monolayer surrounded by vacuum as an effective birefringent medium
with distinct in-plane (IP) and out-of-plane (OP) dielectric responses 휀∥m and 휀⟂m , which are functions of 푑
and imaginary frequency 푖휉, respectively, resulted from the different IP and OP electronic properties of the
monolayer. Using the polarizability theory of 2D materials33, 휀∥m and 휀⟂m are given by 휀∥m(푑) = 1 +
훼∥2D
휀0푑
and
휀⟂m(푑) =
(
1 −
훼⟂2D
휀0푑
)−1
, where 훼∥2D and 훼⟂2D are the 푑-independent IP and OP polarizabilities for the 2D
material extracted from first principle calculations, respectively (for details seeMethods).
The vdW interaction potential between A and B across a birefringent medium m, ΦvdWAmB, is given by1 (for
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Figure 1: vdW repulsion in 2Dmaterials-mediated systems. a. The interaction potential between material
A and material B across a birefringent medium gap m containing a sheet of monolayer 2D material
becomes repulsive when [휀A(푖휉)− 휀̂m(푑, 푖휉)][휀B(푖휉)− 휀̂m(푑, 푖휉)] < 0 at given imaginary frequency
푖휉 and separation 푑. b. Dielectric responses for Au, BPE, Vac, and Gr at different separations as a
function of electromagnetic energy, ℏ휉, for different separations. Accordingly, vdW repulsion may
be observed in two sets of materials, A/m/B = Vac/Gr/Au and Au/Gr/BPE.
details see Methods):
ΦvdWAmB(푑) =
∞∑
푛=−∞
퐺AmB(푖휉푛) =
∞∑
푛=−∞
푘B푇 푔m(푖휉푛)
16휋푑2
{
∫
∞
푛
푞 ln
[
1 − ΔAm(푖휉푛)ΔBm(푖휉푛)푒−푞
]
d
}
(2)
where 푘B is the Boltzmann constant, 푇 is the absolute temperature, 휉푛 = 2휋푛푘B푇 ∕ℏ is the n-th Matsubara
frequency, ℏ is the reduced Planck constant, 푛 = 2푑휉푛푐
√
휀̂m is the retardation factor1, 푐 is the speed of light in
vacuum and 푞 is a dimensionless auxiliary variable. 휀̂m =
√
휀∥m휀⟂m and 푔m = 휀⟂m∕휀∥m are the geometrically-
averaged dielectric function and dielectric anisotropy33 of m, respectively. Similar approach was also used
to calculate vdW interactions of layered materials34. ΔAm and ΔBm correspond to the dielectric mismatches
following Δjm =
휀̂j − 휀̂m
휀̂j + 휀̂m
, for j = A, B. Analogous to inequality (1), the vdW potential for a given EM mode
휉푛 becomes positive when ΔAmΔBm < 0, contributing to vdW repulsion.
Using graphene (Gr), the thinnest carbon-based 2D material, as a model system, the calculated 휀̂m as a
function of ℏ휉 for different separations are shown in Fig. 1b. The dielectric responses have the same order
of magnitude with those for high-refractive-index fluids12,21,25 (Supplementary Fig. S1) but the applicable
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separation appears to be significantly smaller. Indeed, equation (2) suggests that the vdW repulsion can be
tuned by the separation 푑 and the dielectric anisotropy 푔m, which highlight the versatility of 2D materials-
mediated systems. Fig. 1b also includes the dielectric responses for the three bulk materials considered
in our experiments later, including gold (Au), N,N’-bis(2-phenylethyl)perylene-3,4,9,10-bis(dicarboximide)
(BPE)35,36 molecular solid, and vacuum (Vac). It reveals that vdW repulsion may be observed in two sets of
materials, A/m/B = Vac/Gr/Au and Au/Gr/BPE, in which the former obeys inequality (1) in all separations
and frequencies and the latter for separations < 2 nm.
Fig. 2a schematically presents the first system examined in this work, Vac/Gr/Au. To fabricate the struc-
ture, a sheet of chemical-vapor-deposition-grown graphene was transferred from its original substrate (cop-
per) to a Quantifoil® holey carbon grid using a polymer-free method37, followed by annealing it in Ar/H2 to
remove airborne contaminants38,39. Most holes were therefore covered by freestanding monolayer graphene
(Supplementary Fig. S4). Subsequently, a small amount (∼ 3 ng·mm−2) of gold was evaporated in high
vacuum and condensed on the sample surface at room temperature (for details see Methods).
The gold layer deposited on freestanding graphene is expected to not only experience a repulsive potential,
ΦRep = ΦvdWAmB, but also an attractive potential, ΦAtt , corresponding to the two-body vdW potential between
gold and graphene,ΦvdWmB 30,34. The total potential acting on gold,Φtot = ΦAtt +ΦRep, combines both effects.
Our calculations show that ΦRep is of relatively longer-range, scaling as 푑−1.5 to 푑−2.5, for separations from
∼1 nm to ∼10 nm, as compared to ΦAtt scaling as 푑−2.4 to 푑−2.9 (Fig. 2b). As a result, for 푑 > 3 nm, the
vdW repulsion would overtake and result in an energy barrier height of ∼20 휇J·m−2, kinetically hindering
the adsorption of gold on freestanding graphene. (Supplementary Section S2).
Fig. 2c shows a representative scanning electron micrograph (SEM) for gold deposited on graphene. Two
regions, namely amorphous carbon (a-C) grid-supported (I) and freestanding (II) graphene, can be identified
in the inset SEM image. The morphology and density for the deposited gold clusters on regions I and II
exhibit substantially different features. On region I, as expected, due to very high surface energy of gold
(∼ 1300mJ·m−2 at room temperature40), fast condensation at room temperature yields small spherical nano-
clusters with a high nucleation density. However, on region II, despite a high degree of supercooling, the
nucleation density is very low, leaving a large non-wettable area of up to 1.3 휇m2, with a few large and
ultrathin gold platelets grown on the surface. We performed crystallographic analysis using the Fourier-
transformed scanning transmission electron microscopy (FT-STEM) on a representative hexagonal platelet
(Fig. 2d). A set of Bragg diffraction spots corresponding to { 43 23 23} lattice planes (lattice spacing of ∼2.49
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Figure 2: Frictionless diffusion of gold atoms on freestanding graphene at room temperature. a. A
small amount of gold was evaporated in high vacuum and condensed at room temperature on a
sheet of freestanding graphene transferred to a Quantifoil holey carbon grid. b. Calculated many-
body repulsive potential, ΦRep = ΦvdWAmB, and two-body attractive potential, ΦAtt = ΦvdWmB , as afunction of 푑. The former is of relatively long-range, scaling as 푑−1.5 to 푑−2.5, as compared to
the latter scaling as 푑−2.4 to 푑−2.9, thereby yielding an energy barrier above graphene surface. c.
False color SEM image for gold deposited on graphene near a hole. Inset: SEM image before gold
deposition that identifies regions I and II corresponding to carbon grid-supported and freestanding
graphene, respectively. Gold on freestanding graphene forms ultrathin platelets and leaves a large
non-wettable area of up to 1.3 휇m2. d. FT-STEM characterization of a representative hexago-
nal platelet (left), revealing a set of Bragg diffraction spots (right) corresponding to (4/3 2/3 2/3)
lattice plane (푑-spacing of ∼2.49 Å). e. SEM images for gold deposited on graphene supported
by different substrates (left to right: vacuum, SiO2, SiN푥, and amorphous carbon (a-C)). f. Cal-
culated interaction spectra 퐺AmB as a function of ℏ휉 at 푑 = 0.8 nm for Vac/Gr/Au, SiO2/Gr/Au,
SiN푥/Gr/Au and a-C/Gr/Au, respectively. The full-spectrum summation is gradually converted
from repulsion to attraction, yielding the increase of nucleation density in e. g. KMC simulation
snapshots modeling 2D growth of gold on a surface by varying the ratio of activation energy for
diffusion on pristine graphene, Δ퐸0d , to that for binding, Δ퐸b (left to right: Δ퐸0d∕Δ퐸b = 0.2, 0.5,1.0, 1.6). h. Calculated Φtot profiles for 6 nm thick gold platelet approaching freestanding (blue)
and substrate-supported (red) graphene with respect to separation.
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Å) was observed, which was only reported in the atomically-thin face-center-cubic metal crystals41. We also
notice that gold deposited on the defective and contaminated domains of freestanding graphene, e.g., region
III, exhibits similar behavior with that on region I.
From a thermodynamic point of view, the growth of ultrathin gold platelets on freestanding graphene
would require the Au-Gr interactions to be stronger than Au surface energy, or even a negative interfacial
tension2, which is unlikely and cannot explain the observed ultralow nucleation density. We further trans-
ferred graphene onto two other substrates, silicon oxide (SiO2) and silicon nitride (SiN푥), and compared the
morphologies of gold condensed on top (Fig. 2e). Fig. 2f presents the calculated many-body vdW inter-
action spectra as a function of energy, 퐺AmB(푖휉) (see equation (2)), for the four systems considered here.
The full-spectrum summation indicates that in contrast to the repulsive Vac/Gr/Au system, for SiO2/Gr/Au,
SiN푥/Gr/Au, and a-C/Gr/Au, the vdW interactions become increasingly attractive. Together with Fig. 2e, it
becomes evident that stronger vdW repulsion would lead to lower nucleation density. The growth behavior is
kinetically controlled which agrees with morphological statistics of the gold nanoplatelets based on atomic
force microscopy (AFM) and SEM analysis (for details see Supplementary Section S2.3).
Indeed, the classical nucleation theory suggests that the nucleation density 푁nu is proportional to 퐷−
1
3 ,
where 퐷 is the surface diffusivity42. According to the SEM images in Fig. 2e, we estimate that, by making
graphene freestanding, the surface diffusivity of gold was boosted by up to approximately 9 orders of mag-
nitude (Supplementary Fig. S15), indicating the in-plane movement is nearly frictionless. The observation
is further endorsed by our kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) simulations considering the competition between Au
diffusion on graphene and Au-Au binding processes on a surface (Fig. 2g and Supplementary Fig. S17).
Large and sparsely distributed platelets can only be obtained when the activation energy for diffusion is
negligible compared to that for Au-Au binding (see Supplementary Section S2.4).
If the vdW potential between gold and a sheet of freestanding graphene is monotonically downhill, the
adsorption event of gold on the surface would be fast. Once it occurs, the thermal energy at room temperature
is not sufficient to overcome the vdW well depth, thereby resulting in fast nucleation and slow diffusion,
which contradicts our findings. We notice that the fabricated freestanding graphene is highly corrugated with
a mean roughness greater than 2 nm (Supplementary Fig. S10 and Table S1), so the scenario of structural
superlubricity observed on graphite at high temperatures43 also does not apply here. The proposed physical
picture, in which a vdW repulsion-induced energy barrier created above the surface hinders adsorption and
offers a “highway” for in-plane movement (Fig. 2h), can nicely explain the observations.
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Figure 3: vdW repulsion-induced molecular polymorphism. a. Molecular structure of BPE (top) and
schematic of molecular solid (bottom) having a layered crystalline structure, with the molecular
plane oriented in parallel to graphene. The diffraction wave vector 퐪 of a specific lattice plane fol-
lows the relation 퐪 = 퐤out − 퐤in, where 퐤in and 퐤out are the wave vectors of incident and diffracted
light in GIWAXS, respectively. b. Calculated interaction spectra 퐺AmB(푖휉) as a function of ℏ휉
for Au/Gr/BPE (orange dots) and SiO2/Gr/BPE (purple dots) systems at 푑 = 1 nm, revealing that
the former yields a strong vdW repulsion and the latter has a weak attraction. c. Zoomed-in GI-
WAXS patterns for SiO2/Gr/BPE (left) and Au/Gr/BPE (right) systems showing the Laue spots
corresponding to interlayer planes (124) and (121) near the 푞푧 axis. As compared to SiO2/Gr/BPE,
the 푞푧 components for Au/Gr/BPE are slightly lower, confirming the interlayer d-spacings are en-
larged. d. Comparison of integrated line cuts for SiO2/Gr/BPE, Au/Gr/BPE. The best-fitted peak
positions are marked as vertical lines.
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The second set of materials examined here is Au/Gr/BPE (Fig. 3a). The BPEmolecule has a flat polycyclic
aromatic core, perylenetetracarboxylic diimide (PTCDI), decorated with two freely rotatable phenylethyl
groups on both ends. Highly ordered BPE molecular solids are of layered crystalline structure36, with the
interlayer spacing determined by the sensitive balance between intermolecular 휋-휋 interactions of PTCDI
cores and phenylethyl groups conformational entropy44. We therefore hypothesized that, by orienting the
BPE molecular plane parallel to graphene, the force exerted by the substrate across graphene may alter the
interlayer spacing.
The BPE molecules were thermally evaporated onto graphene supported by gold as well as SiO2 for com-
parison (Fig. 3b, for details see Methods). Fig. 3b presents the calculated 퐺AmB(푖휉) for the two systems at
푑 = 0.8 nm. Following earlier discussion in Fig. 1b, for 푑 < 2 nm, the vdW potentials between Au and
BPE are always repulsive irrespective of frequency, with the main contribution from the visible to ultraviolet
region. The full-spectrum summation of 퐺AmB(푖휉) according to equation (2) yields a strong vdW repulsion
of ∼ 1.3 mJ·m−2. On the other hand, in SiO2/Gr/BPE system, the transition from attraction to repulsion at
high frequencies leads to a weakly attractive potential (∼ -20 휇J·m−2).
To examine the substrate interactions through graphene, we analyzed the molecular orientation and crys-
tallographic constants of BPE molecular solids using synchrotron grazing-incidence wide-angle x-ray scat-
tering (GIWAXS). In the GIWAXS patterns (Fig. 3c and Supplementary Fig. S23), both systems show
several intense high-angle Laue spots, in particular those corresponding to the interlayer (124) and (121)
planes (detailed crystallographic analysis see Supplementary Section S3) near the 푞푧 axis, confirming the
PTCDI plane is preferentially oriented parallel to the substrate45,46. However, the slightly shifted 푞푧 com-
ponents reveal polymorphs induced by the substrate force (Fig. 3c). The strongly repulsive substrate, gold,
yielded interlayer spacings of 3.35 and 3.68 Å, respectively, which are enlarged by ∼ 1.8% as compared to
the SiO2 control. The integrated line cuts extracted from GIWAXS patterns (Fig. 3d) compares the signals
for SiO2/Gr/BPE and Au/Gr/BPE. The vdW repulsion generated in Au/Gr/BPE appears to slightly offset the
interlayer interactions between BPE molecules. Consequently, the effect of phenylethyl groups conforma-
tional entropy takes a more active role, increasing the interlayer spacing for a set of high-푞 diffraction peaks
((114), (121), (122), (124) and (125)) associated with the PTCDI basal plane.
We demonstrate that the vdW repulsion exists and can influence kinetics and thermodynamics of solid-
state materials through 2Dmonolayers. In view of the growth of 2Dmaterials family covering an increasingly
large range of properties, they could become versatile surface coatings selectively repelling objects down to
9
atomic level, which may lead to new molecular-mechanical systems and sensors.
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Methods
Calculation of vdW interaction spectra The dielectric responses as function of imaginary frequency
휀(푖휉) was calculated using the Kramers Kronig relationship1:
휀(푖휉) = 1 + 2
휋∫
∞
0
휔Im[휀(휔)]
휔2 + 휉2
d휔 (3)
where 휔 is the real frequency, and Im[휀(휔)] is the imaginary part of complex dielectric function 휀(휔).
Frequency-dependent dielectric functions of SiO247, SiN푥47, bromobenzene (BrPh)12, amorphous carbon48,
and Au47 were extracted from experimental data, respectively. The dielectric function of BPE is estimated us-
ing the single Lorentz oscillator model following 휀BPE(푖휉) = 1+ 휉
2
p
휉2g+퐾휉+휉2
where ℏ휉g = 2.30 eV, ℏ휉p = 3.16,
ℏ퐾 = 0.1 eV, yielding an optical refractive index 푛 ≈ 1.7. Frequency-dependent 2D polarizabilities
(훼∥2D, 훼⟂2D) of graphene were obtained by ab initio package GPAW49 using the projector augmented wave
method50. Dielectric responses were calculated using random phase approximation on top of the Perdew-
Burke-Ernzerhof exchange-correlation functional51 with plane wave cutoff energy of 500 eV, k-point density
of 15 Å−1 and truncated Coulomb kernel to avoid spurious interaction from periodic images.
Graphene growth Monolayer graphene was synthesized by chemical vapor deposition (CVD). Copper
(Cu) foil (99.999%, Alfa Aesar) was first cleaned by aceton, followed by isopropanol (IPA) and electro-
chemically polishing in a mixture of 2:1:1:0.2 deionized water (DI-H2O) : orthophosphoric acid : ethanol :
IPA under a bias of 5 V. The polished Cu foil was then annealed in a quartz tube furnace at 1060 °C under 5
Torr and 50 standard cubic centimetres per minute (sccm) of hydrogen (H2) flow. The growth of graphene
was followed by flowing 40 sccm of methane (CH4) and 15 sccm of H2 at 1000 °C under 5 Torr for 10
minutes. After cooling down, graphene on the backside of the Cu foil was etched by oxygen plasma.
Freestanding graphene on Quantifoil grids The Quantifoil® grids consisting of amorphous carbon
film with pore opening of 1.2 ∼ 5 휇m supported by Au meshes were cleaned by aceton rinsing before use.
The grids were placed onto the Cu foil with the holey carbon film facing graphene. By dropping ∼ 5 휇L of
IPA onto the grid and heating the Cu foil at 120 °C, the grid was adhered to graphene/Cu by capillary force
during evaporation of IPA. The Cu foil was etched at the liquid-air interface of 0.5 M ammonium persulfate
(APS) solution. The APS residue was rinsed with DI-H2O for several times. The grid was finally lifted from
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the liquid-air interface and dried under gentle argon flow.
Substrate-supported graphene Monolayer graphene supported by amorphous carbon film was pre-
pared by the same method as freestanding graphene on Quantifoil grids. Graphene films supported by SiO2
and SiN푥 and gold were fabricated using a polymer-assisted transfer method. SiO2 (300 nm thermal oxide
on Si, Si-Mat) and SiN푥 (100 nm LPCVD low-stress nitride on Si, University Wafer) wafers were cleaned
by Piranha solution (7:3 H2SO4 : H2O2) before use. Ultraflat Au substrates were fabricated by the template-
stripping method on silicon wafer52. Poly methylmethacrylate (PMMA, 4% solution in anisole) was spin-
coated on CVD-grown graphene/Cu and baked at 120 °C. The Cu foil was etched by 0.5 M APS solution.
After exchanging APS solution with DI-H2O, the PMMA/graphene film was transferred onto the desired
substrate. The substrate was kept in ambient overnight and baked at 120 °C to enhance adhesion between
substrate and graphene. The PMMA was removed by aceton and subsequently cleaned using IPA.
Audeposition Graphene samples (freestanding and substrate-supported) were all annealed under 1:1mix-
ture of Ar and H2 at 600 °C for 2 hours to remove airborne contamination and loaded in high-vacuum evap-
oration chamber (Plassys MEB550S). Au was deposited by electron beam evaporation at room temperature
under a pressure < 10−7 mBar. The deposition rate was maintained ∼ 5 × 10−3 nm·s−1. The amount of
gold deposited 푚Au (mass per area) was calculated using nominal thickness 훿Au as 푚Au = 훿Au휌Au, where
휌Au = 19.30 g·cm−3 is the density of gold.
BPE deposition Thin film epitaxy of BPE onto the desired substrates were carried out in a home-made
physical vapor deposition (PVD) chamber at pressure below 10−5 mBar while the substrates are heated up
to 80 °C to faciliate formation of crystalline structures. The deposition rate was kept at 0.1 nm·s−1 and final
thickness of BPE was ∼50 nm.
GIWAXS characterizations GIWAXS analysis was conducted on beamline BL13A at the National Syn-
chrotron Radiation Research Center of Taiwan. The incidence angle and beam energy of the X-ray were
0.12 and 12.16 keV, corresponding to a wavelength of 1.02143 Å. All of GIWAXS images were collected in
reflection mode by MAR165 CCD with a 2D area detector.
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Electron microscopy SEM characterizations were carried out on Zeiss ULTRA plus with 3 kV beam
voltage and 20 휇m aperture. Scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) images were acquired
with a high-angle annular dark field (HAADF) detector both at cryogenic conditions using a liquid-nitrogen-
cooled holder (Gatan) on a Hitachi HD 2700 CS (operation voltage 200 kV). Fourier transformation was
performed on the phase contrast images.
AFMcharacterizations AFM topographies of graphene samples were performed onBruker Resolve using
the PeakForce Tapping mode combined with ScanAsyst Air ultrasharp probe to overcome noise artifacts on
freestanding films caused by standard tapping mode scanning53. Force setpoint were maintained under 500
pN to avoid breaking of graphene sheet.
KMC simulations 2D diffusion of Au atoms on graphene surface was simulated by standard n-fold KMC
algorithm on a triangular lattice with at least 200 mesh grids in both 푥- and 푦-directions. The following
three events were considered: (i) deposition of atoms, (ii) diffusion on pristine graphene, (iii) diffusion on
defective area and (iv) interatomic binding, corresponding to kinetic energy barriers of Δ퐸e, Δ퐸0d , Δ퐸∗d and
Δ퐸b, respectively. Rate 푟푖 of individual event 푖 was calculated using 푟푖 = 휈0 exp(−Δ퐸푖푘B푇 ), where 휈0 is the rate
prefactor, and the probability of event 푖, 푝푖, follows: 푝푖 = 푟푖푛푖∕∑푖 푟푖푛푖, where 푛푖 is the degeneracy of event
푖. More details for the parameters used in the simulations see Supplementary Information.
References for Methods
47. Handbook of optical constants of solids (ed Palik, E. D.) (Academic Press, 1998).
48. Gioti, M. & Logothetidis, S. Dielectric function, electronic properties and optical constants of amor-
phous carbon and carbon nitride films. Diam. Relat. Mater. 12, 957–962 (2003).
49. Mortensen, J. J., Hansen, L. B. & Jacobsen, K. W. Real-space grid implementation of the projector
augmented wave method. Phys. Rev. B 71, 035109 (2005).
50. Kresse, G. & Joubert, D. From ultrasoft pseudopotentials to the projector augmented-wave method.
Phys. Rev. B 59, 1758–1775 (1999).
51. Perdew, J. P., Burke, K. & Ernzerhof, M. Generalized Gradient Approximation Made Simple. Phys.
Rev. Lett. 77, 3865–3868 (1996).
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53. Clark, N., Oikonomou, A. & Vijayaraghavan, A. Ultrafast quantitative nanomechanical mapping of
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S1 Theoretical Simulations
S1.1 Modied Lifshitz theory for anisotropic media
The derivation of equation 2 is described as follows.. The vdW interaction energy of ΦvdWAmB corresponding
to the total energy summed from all allowed EM modesS1, is given by:
ΦvdWAmB =
푘B푇
2(2휋)2
∞∑
푛=−∞∫
∞
푟푛
ln(푖휉푛,퐤)d2퐤 (S1)
where 퐤 = (푘푥, 푘푦) is the in-plane wavevector, and (푖휉푛,퐤) is the dispersion relation for a given geometry.
For generality, the dielectric tensor of material j has diagonal components 휀푥푥j , 휀푦푦j and 휀푧푧j . By transforming
퐤 = (휅 cos 휗, 휅 sin 휗), and 푔j =
[
휀푥푥j
휀푧푧j
cos2 휗 +
휀푦푦j
휀푧푧j
sin2 휗
]−1
where 휅, 휗 are the corresponding polar coordi-
nates of 퐤, the dispersion relation  of an anisotropic A/m/B layered system followsS2:
 = 1 −
[
휀̂A − 휀푧푧m 푔
1∕2
푚 (휗)
휀̂A + 휀푧푧m 푔
1∕2
m (휗)
]
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
ΔAm
[
휀̂B − 휀푧푧m 푔
1∕2
m (휗)
휀̂B + 휀푧푧m 푔
1∕2
m (휗)
]
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
ΔBm
푒−2푔
1∕2
m (휗)휅푑
= 1 − ΔAm(휗)ΔBm(휗)푒−2푔
1∕2
m (휗)휅푑
(S2)
By further introducing an auxiliary variable 푥 = 2푔1∕2m (휃)휅푑, it follows:
ΦvdWAmB =
푘B푇
32휋2푑2
∞∑
푛=−∞∫
2휋
0
푔m(푖휉푛, 휗)d휗∫
∞
푟푛
푥d푥 ln[1 − ΔAm(푖휉푛, 휗)ΔBm(푖휉푛, 휗)푒−푥] (S3)
Accordingly, equation (2) is obtained for 휀푥푥m = 휀푦푦m , i.e. 푔m is independent of 휗, which is valid for most 2D
materials where the 2D lattice is hexagonal or square. Moreover, in equation (2), 휀̂A and 휀̂B reduce to 휀A
and 휀B, respectively, when A and B are isotropic bulk materials. Time-reversal symmetry 휀(푖휉) = 휀(−푖휉) is
used when magnetic response of the material is negligible, therefore equation (2) only needs to be evaluated
for 휉푛 ≥ 0. Moreover, our numerical analysis suggests the integral of ΦvdWAmB is dominated by 푥 ≤ 5, or
equivalently 휅 ≤ 2.5(푔m푑)−1. When 푑 is in the order of 2 nm, and 푔m = 2.5, the majority of interaction
comes from EM modes with 휅 < 0.05 Å-1. In other words, evaluating equation (2) using the material
dielectric functions at the optical limit (퐤→ 0) would preserve the accuracy of calculated ΦAmB .
Complementary to Fig. 1b, Fig. S1 compares the dielectric responses of other materials studied here.
S2
Notably, at the order of 푑 = 1 nm, 휀̂m of graphene is comparable to that of bromobenzene (BrPh), a high-
refractive-index liquid commonly used in experiments demonstrating Casimir repulsionS3,S4. In this respect,
2D material appears to be a promising candidate for realizing repulsive vdW interactions. However, unlike
bulk liquid, 휀̂m of a 2Dmaterial strongly depends on the separation 푑, making the repulsion more pronounced
at short distances (the vdW regime).
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Figure S1: Comparison of 휀̂(푖휉) responses for materials considered in this study. The effective dielectric
function of graphene at 푑 = 1 nm is higher than that of the widely-used high-refractive-index
liquid bromobenzene (BrPh).
S1.2 Attractive and repulsive interactions in the Vac/Gr/Au system
The Lifshitz formalism in equation 2 corresponds to the AmB systems when A and B are semi-infinite. In
order to model the interactions of atomically-thin Au platelets, a multilayer approach was used to calculate
ΦvdWAmB as shown in Fig. S2 inset. The thickness of the Au layer is 훿Au, and the effective thickness of graphene
is 훿Gr .
The repulsive interaction ΦRep at separation 푑 is similar to equation 2, with different expression of the
S3
dispersion relationS2:
ΦRep(푑, 훿Au) =
푘B푇
16휋푑2
∞∑
푛=−∞∫
∞
푟푛
푥 ln
[
1 − Δ∗L(푖휉푛)Δ
∗
R(푖휉푛)푒
−푥] d푥
Δ∗L = ΔVac∕m
Δ∗R =
ΔVac∕Au푒
−푥 훿Au푑 + ΔAu∕m
1 + ΔVac∕AuΔAu∕m푒
−푥 훿Au푑
(S4)
where the expressions for ΔVac∕m and ΔAu∕m are analogous to those of ΔAm and ΔBm in a A/m/B system,
respectively.
In the platelet system, there is also two-body attractive interaction between graphene and the Au platelet.
The attractive potential between freestanding graphene and Au plateletΦAtt results from the vacuum spacing
between the surfaces of graphene and AuS5,S6. Different from the repulsive potential, the attractive potential
has a shorter distance 푑∗ = 푑 − 훿Gr . The graphene layer is treated as a dielectric material with the effective
dielectric tensor 휀Gr same as bulk graphite and thickness 훿Gr . Note despite the breakdown of continuum
dielectric function for atomically thin materials, such effective treatment in Lifshitz theory can still produce
quantitatively correct energy values as compared to other computationally expensive approaches, such as ab
initio quantum chemistry simulations.S5. Similar to equation (S4), ΦAtt of the multilayer configuration is
given by:
ΦAtt(푑, 훿Au) =
푘B푇
16휋(푑∗)2
∞∑
푛=−∞∫
∞
푟푛
푥 ln
[
1 − Δ∗L(푖휉푛)Δ
∗
R(푖휉푛)푒
−푥] d푥
Δ∗L =
ΔVac∕Gr푒
−푥 훿Gr푑∗ + ΔGr∕Vac
1 + ΔVac∕GrΔGr∕Vac푒
−푥 훿Gr푑∗
Δ∗R =
ΔVac∕Au푒
−푥 훿Au푑∗ + ΔAu∕Vac
1 + ΔVac∕AuΔAu∕Vac푒
−푥 훿Au푑∗
(S5)
Equation (S5) can be further generalized to calculate the two-body attraction in the bulk Vac/Gr/Au
S4
system, corresponding to 훿Au →∞:
ΦBulkAtt (푑) =
푘B푇
16휋(푑∗)2
∞∑
푛=−∞∫
∞
푟푛
푥 ln
[
1 − Δ∗L(푖휉푛)Δ
∗
R(푖휉푛)푒
−푥] d푥
Δ∗L =
ΔVac∕Gr푒
−푥 훿Gr푑∗ + ΔGr∕Vac
1 + ΔVac∕GrΔGr∕Vac푒
−푥 훿Gr푑∗
Δ∗R = ΔAu∕Vac
(S6)
Equation S6 was used to calculateΦAtt in Fig. 2b. For a bulk Vac/Gr/Au system, when the separation is much
larger than 훿Gr , we have 푑 ≈ 푑∗. We notice that when 푑 →∞, ΦAtt reduces to the interaction form between
a 2D sheet and semi-infinite bulk material, scaling as ΦAtt ∝ 푑−3, while ΦRep reduces to the interaction
between two semi-infinite bulk materials in vacuum, yielding ΦRep ∝ 푑−2.
The difference in scaling laws between ΦAtt and ΦRep results in a repulsive energy barrier beyond 푑 > 3
nm, as shown in Fig. S2. As expect, we observe that the barrier decreases with thinner Au layer. The
calculated magnitude of the barrier (∼ 20 휇J·m−2 in the bulk Vac/Gr/Au system) is significantly smaller
than the surface energy of graphene or gold and can be overcome by thermal energy at room temperature.
For example, consider a sub-monolayer of Au atoms on 2D surface with the surface coverage 휆, the thermal
kinetic energy can be estimated using 퐸kin = 휆푘B푇푁c∕푆c where 푁c and 푆c are the number of atoms and
the area of the 2D unit cell, respectively. The thermal activation energy can be overcome when 휆 > 4×10−4,
which is much lower than the experimental condition. Therefore, we still expect to see nucleation on the
free-standing graphene surface, while the nucleation density is greatly suppressed due to the existence of
such repulsive barrier.
S1.3 Attractive interactions in substrate-supported systems
The analysis in section S1.2 can be easily extended to model the interactions between substrate (Sub) -
supported graphene and a thin layer of gold. Assume the substrate has isotropic dielectric response 휀Sub, the
attractive interaction between a substrate-supported graphene and Au layer, ΦssAtt (to be distinguished from
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Figure S2: Total vdW potential Φtot as a function of Au-Gr distance 푑 for different Au layer thickness
훿Au calculated from multi-layer Lifshitz approach. A tiny repulsive potential barrier exists
when 훿Au > 1 nm, and saturates at ∼ 20 휇J·m−2 for the bulk Au layer, as a result of different
power laws between attractive and repulsive interactions shown in Fig. 2b.
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that of a freestanding Gr/Au system) is given by:
ΦssAtt(푑, 훿Au) =
푘B푇
16휋(푑∗)2
∞∑
푛=−∞∫
∞
푟푛
푥 ln
[
1 − Δ∗L(푖휉푛)Δ
∗
R(푖휉푛)푒
−푥] d푥
Δ∗L =
ΔSub∕Gr푒
−푥 훿Gr푑∗ + ΔGr∕Vac
1 + ΔSub∕GrΔGr∕Vac푒
−푥 훿Gr푑∗
Δ∗R =
ΔVac∕Au푒
−푥 훿Au푑∗ + ΔAu∕Vac
1 + ΔVac∕AuΔAu∕Vac푒
−푥 훿Au푑∗
(S7)
and subsequently the (two-body) attractive interaction between substrate-supported graphene and bulk gold
is given by:
Φss,BulkAtt (푑) =
푘B푇
16휋(푑∗)2
∞∑
푛=−∞∫
∞
푟푛
푥 ln
[
1 − Δ∗L(푖휉푛)Δ
∗
R(푖휉푛)푒
−푥] d푥
Δ∗L =
ΔSub∕Gr푒
−푥 훿Gr푑∗ + ΔGr∕Vac
1 + ΔSub∕GrΔGr∕Vac푒
−푥 훿Gr푑∗
Δ∗R = ΔAu∕Vac
(S8)
where the termΔSub∕Gr corresponds to the dielectric mismatch between the substrate and graphene interface.
Such method is used to construct the potential-distance curve in Fig. 2h. As seen from equation (S8),ΔSub∕Gr
has considerable influence on the attractive potential, due to the atomic thickness of graphene (i.e. 훿Gr ≪ 푑∗).
In other words, ΦAtt between Sub/Gr and gold platelet also depends on 휀Sub. Such effect is clearly different
from the classical vdW description of 2D material interfaces, where the attractive two-body potential is
independent of the type of substrateS7,S8. As an example, the Φtot and ΦAtt as functions of 푑 for Vac/Gr/Au
and a-C/Gr/Au systems when 훿Au = 6 nm (corresponding to Fig. 2h) are shown in Fig. S3. We observe
the Φtot for a-C/Gr/Au system to be significantly stronger (more negative) than that for Vac/Gr/Au over the
whole 푑-range. Therefore, it is clear that only in Vac/Gr/Au system can an overall repulsive vdW barrier be
observed.
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Figure S3: Φtot and ΦAtt profiles as functions of 푑 for Vac/Gr/Au and a-C/Gr/Au systems when 훿Au = 6
nm. The Φtot − 푑 profiles are the same as those in Fig. 2h while with much larger 푦-axis range.
In both cases, the attractive interaction dominates at short distance.
S2 Au epitaxy on graphene surfaces
S2.1 Relation between graphene quality and Au morphology
We have used multiple characterization techniques to examine the quality of gold deposited on freestanding
graphene. As shown in Fig S4a and S4b, after the wet transfer process, >75% pores of the Quantifoil grid are
covered by monolayer graphene. Raman spectroscopy (Renishaw inVia™ confocal Raman, laser 532 nm) of
a typical pore (Fig. S4c) showed that the intensity ratio between the 2D and G resonance peaks (퐼2D∕퐼G) is
uniformly higher than 1.5 inside the pore region, indicating the successful transfer of monolayer graphene.
Annealing of the wet-transferred samples under Ar/H2 environment had minimal influence on the quality of
the monolayer graphene with no significant increase of D peak intensity, as shown in Fig. S4d.
Themethod in this study can be used to fabricate Au nanostructures on freestanding graphene samples with
varied pore size and supporting substrate. As shown in Fig. S5a and S5b, similar nanostructure morphology
was observed for Vac/Gr/Au with 1.2 휇m and 2.0 휇m pores on amorphous carbon grids, respectively. In
addition, we also fabricated freestanding graphene samples suspended on perforated SiN푥 chips. The SiN푥
chips with pore opening ranging from 1.5 ∼ 20 휇m were fabricated according to Ref. [S9]. CVD-grown
graphene coated with Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) was transferred onto the holes using standard wet-
etching processS10. After completely drying in ambient, the PMMA/Gr/SiN푥 stack was directly annealed
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Figure S4: Characterization of freestanding graphene fabricated by the polymer-free transfer method.
a Optical micrograph of free-standing graphene covered on Quantifoil holes. The boundary of
graphene is identified by white dashed line. b SEM image of graphene-covered Quantifoil grid
showing high yield. c 2D Raman mapping of the intensity ratio between 2D and G peaks near a
graphene-covered hole.d Typical single-spot Raman spectra for freestanding graphene (blue) and
graphene sitting on a-C (orange) after annealing, showing minimal influence of annealing on the
defect density. The averaged 퐼D∕퐼G and 퐼2D∕퐼G ratio values of >50 samples are shown in the
inset.
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under Ar/H2 environment at 600 °C to remove polymer coating. Although the radicals generated during the
thermal decomposition of PMMA might bond with defective graphene surfaceS11, as shown in Fig. S5c, at
sub-휇m scale, the Au nucleation density on freestanding graphene transferred on perforated SiN푥 substrates
is similar to the samples prepared without polymer, indicating the successful fabrication of clean graphene
surfaces using both methods.
1.2 μm@a-C 2.0 μm@a-C 2.5 μm@SiN𝑥
200 nm 500 nm 500 nm
a b c
Figure S5: SEM images of Au deposited on graphene-covered holes on various pore sizes and sub-
strates: a 1.2 휇m pore on a-C support, b 2.0 휇m pore on a-C support, and c 2.5 휇m pore on SiN푥
support.
We also investigated the Au morphology change on freestanding and supported graphene by varying the
amount of evaporation. As shown in Fig. S6, when Au evaporation increased from 2.9 ng·mm−2 to 19.5
ng·mm−2 (corresponding to nominal thickness of 0.15 nm to 1 nm, respectively), the nucleation density on
the freestanding graphene remained lower than that on a-C/Gr. When > 9.7 ng·mm−2 of Au was evaporated,
coalescence of Au platelets was observed which formed larger nanostructures. It is worth noting that these
interconnected platelets substantially differs the dendritic Au patterns grown on graphite surface at room
temperatureS12,S13, which we will further explain using KMC simulations in section S2.4, as an indirect
evidence of ultra-fast in-plane movement of Au on freestanding graphene.
2.9 ng·mm−2 3.9 ng·mm−2 9.7 ng·mm−2 19.5 ng·mm−2
Gr a-C/Gr
Figure S6: Morphology of Au nanostructures by varying amount of evaporation. Scale bars: 100 nm.
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Despite a low defect density in the CVD-grown graphene as indicated by Raman spectroscopy, atomistic
defects and contamination still have strong influence on the Au deposition process. Electron micrographs in
Overlayer by tearing
Grain
Boundary
Folding
Amorphous Point Defect
Amorphous
Line Defect
a b
c d
200 nm 200 nm
20 nm 20 nm
Figure S7: Different types of high-nucleation-density areas on freestanding graphene due to surface
defects and contamination. a SEM image of high-nucleation-density Au deposited on overlayer
graphene formed due to tearing. b SEM image of high-nucleation-density Au grown near the line
defect and folded regions on freestanding graphene. c STEM image showing the morphology of
Au deposited near a point contamination site on freestanding graphene. d STEM image of the
Au morphology near a line defect. In both cases, smaller spherical particles are formed on the
contaminated area, surrounded by larger planar structures, as a result of different diffusivities on
different surfaces.
Fig. S7 demonstrate different types of high-nucleation-density Au nanostructures on defective or contami-
nated areas of freestanding Gr. As shown in Fig. S7a and S7b, high density Au particles were observed on
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mechanical defects of graphene surface, such as (i) overlayer (ii) folding and (iii) grain boundary regions,
which agrees with previous observation of metal epitaxy on graphite surfaceS14. The high-nucleation-density
areas on graphene can be linked to point and line defects, as indicated by STEM images in Fig. S7c and S7d,
respectively. Au nanostructures on such defective regions usually appear as small and spherical particles sur-
rounded by large nanoplatelets, which agrees with our hypothesis that friction of Au motion on freestanding
Gr is negligible.
The correlation between surface contamination and formation of spherical Au nanostructures is further
elaborated by comparing SEM images of the same graphene-covered hole in the Quantifoil grid before and
after deposition of Au, as shown in Fig. S8. Our results indicate the cleanness of freestanding graphene is
crucial for the observation of low-nucleation-density surface, in accordance with previous TEM studies of
atomic-scale metal nucleation on grapheneS15.
Before deposition
After deposition
Overlap Image
High density regions
Amorphous carbon
500 nm
500 nm
Figure S8: Influence of surface contamination on the Au morphology on freestanding graphene. SEM
images show that the brighter regions corresponding to amorphous carbon contamination on free-
standing graphene before deposition (top left panel) coincide with the areas of high nucleation
density after deposition (bottom left panel), which is confirmed by superimposing the SEM im-
ages before and after deposition (right panel).
Unlike spherical clusters observed in a-C/Gr/Au system, Au platelets in Vac/Gr/Au usually appear more
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regular geometries, such as hexagons or triangles. In addition to hexagonal Au platelets shown in Fig. 2d, Fig.
S9 displays the STEM characteristics of a triangular Au platelet. From the FT-STEM image in Fig. S9b, in
addition to the { 43 23 23} (and its double-spacing counterpart {23 13 13}) lattice planes, another set of {200} peaks
emerges, corresponding to the <001> zone axis perpendicular to the graphene surface. The co-existence of
two sets of diffraction planes indicate the Au platelet is thicker than a few monolayers. Detailed topography
profiles of these Au nanostructures were measured by atomic force microscopy (AFM) in section S2.2.
HAADF Image FT of Phase Image
{ 43 23 23 }
{200}
Zone axis <001>
𝑑200 ≈ 2.04 Å
{ 23 13 13 }
a b c
Figure S9: Characterization of triangular Au nanostructures. a STEM image of selected triangular Au
nanostructure with high-angle annular dark field (HAADF) detector. Scale bar: 5 nm. b Fourier-
transformed (FT) image of the phase signal (inset), showing mixed lattice plane sets correspond-
ing to {200} (blue) , { 43 23 23} (white) and { 23 13 13} (pink, double-spacing of {43 23 23}) families. cScheme of the (200) lattice plane seen from the <001> zone axis of the face-center-cubic (fcc)
bulk crystal of Au.
S2.2 AFM characterizations
To investigate the mechanism of 2D Au nanoplatelets formation on freestanding graphene, we performed
detailed analysis of their height and size distribution on different graphene surfaces using AFM. Freestanding
graphene on perforated SiN푥 chips were used for all AFM experiments to overcome the issue of high surface
corrugation of amorphous carbon substrate after annealing. The SiN푥 substrate surface remained flat after
annealing. As shown in Fig. S10a, the freestanding graphene surface was highly corrugated, with height
prominence at the order of 20 nm, which is corroborated by deformation mapping of the same area as shown
in Fig. S10b. Despite the use of polymer coating during graphene transfer, the annealing process almost
completely removed the PMMA residue, as indicated by the AFM topography in the inset of Fig. S10a.
Table S1 compares the root mean square (RMS) roughness푅q and arithmetic roughness푅a for as-prepared
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freestanding and substrate-supported graphene surfaces. The roughness of freestanding graphene is signif-
icantly higher than that of substrate-supported graphene, indicating the observed low nucleation density
on freestanding graphene is not caused by structural superlubricityS12,S16 which were observed on ultraflat
graphite surface.
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Figure S10: AFM topographic and stress images of a graphene-covered hole in SiN푥 substrate after Au
deposition. a and b show the same mapped area with height and deformation signals, respec-
tively. Inset of a shows the topography on a non-wettable region on freestanding graphene (color
scale normalized for visualization).
Table S1: Root mean square (RMS) roughness 푅q and arithmetic roughness 푅a of different graphene
surfaces after annealing. The mean roughness of freestanding graphene is substantially
higher than the substrate-supported graphene surfaces due to high degree of winkle and surface
corrugation.
Freestanding Gr a-C/Gr SiN푥/Gr SiO2/Gr
RMS Roughness 푅q (nm) 2.15±0.61 0.663±0.029 0.409±0.042 0.242±0.019
Arithmetic Roughness 푅a (nm) 1.70±0.45 0.450±0.015 0.324±0.028 0.195±0.011
Using AFM, we were also able to identify the influence of thermal annealing by comparing the topography
of the same region before and after thermal treatment. Fig. S11a shows the AFM topography of Vac/Gr/Au
directly after Au evaporation with large non-wettable area. However, after placing the sample under ambi-
ent conditions for 1 day, significant contamination layer with average height of 1 ∼ 2 nm was observed on
the previously clean regions (Fig. S11b and inset). Such airborne contaminants resembles those in a recent
reportS17, and their average height is distinguishable from the evaporated Au nanostructures. Interestingly,
after re-annealing the sample under Ar/H2 environment, the contaminants completely removed (Fig. S11c).
The comparison clearly indicates thermal annealing of graphene sample prior to the Au evaporation is the
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key to obtain clean and non-wettable freestanding graphene surface, as the hydrocarbon contaminants are
known to promote metal nucleation on graphitic surfacesS15,S18,S19. We also found that one Au particle on
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Figure S11: Effect of thermal annealing on the quality of freestanding graphene and Au nanostructure.
a AFM topography of Vac/Gr/Au directly after Au deposition. b AFM topography of same
area after the sample was kept in ambient for 24 hours. Airborne contamination can clearly
be observed. Inset: zoomed-in mapping on the contaminated area. c The same area after re-
annealing the sample at 600 °C. The amorphous contaminants were completely removed, while
the average height of Au nanostructures increases. Note the Au nanostructure marked in white
circle appeared to be moved from a to c.
the freestanding graphene surface (marked in white circle, Fig. S11a-c) had apparent lateral displacement
before and after the thermal treatment. On the contrary, although the shape and height changed after ther-
mal annealing, Au nanostructures near line defects and on SiN푥/Gr surface showed negligible movement.
We therefore conclude that on freestanding graphene, Au nanostructures with lateral length up to tens of
nanometers could still have considerable high mobility and low friction.
The movement of Au nanostructures could also be induced by external mechanical force. As shown in
Fig. S12, during continuous AFM scanning in ambient, the triangular Au platelet (marked in white dashed
lines) showed significant lateral displacement (> 2 times of its size). However, such displacement was not
observed for Au clusters evaporated on line defects or substrate-supported graphene. Consider the huge
difference between the lateral size of Au platelet (> 50 nm) and the apex of AFM tip (ScanAsys Air, ∼ 2
nm), it is unlikely that such displacement was caused by pickup and re-deposition by the AFM tipS20.
The tip-induced motion of Au platelets can be explained by the reduction of equilibrium Gr-Au interaction
potential caused by themany-body repulsive interaction. Following our analysis in section S1.3, the attractive
potential of Vac/Gr/Au system is significantly reduced compared with the Sub/Gr/Au system when 푑 is close
to the vdW contact distance (Fig. S3). Similarly, on defective area, we expect the attractive potential to be
S15
also large due to the strong adhesion between defective graphene and AuS15. As a result, interaction between
theAFM tip and theAu platelet on freestanding graphene can easily overcome the attractive potential between
Au and graphene, leading to considerable lateral displacement.
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Figure S12: Observation of Au nanostructure displacement duringAFMmeasurement in ambient. a, b
and c are consecutive AFM images of Au nanostructure on freestanding graphene surface taken
during continuous scanning. A triangular nanoplatelet on freestanding graphene appeared to
move >200 nm (>2 times the lateral size of Au platelet) induced by the motion of AFM tip. On
the other hand, no apparent change ofmorphologywas observed for Au deposited on line defects.
The results indicate that the friction between freestanding graphene and Au nanostructures with
lateral size > 50 nm is still considerably small.
S2.3 Discussion about mechanism
More details about the mechanism of 2D Au platelets formation on freestanding graphene are discussed as
follows. First we rule out the possibility that larger Au structure formation was due to that Au is easier
to wet freestanding graphene. As shown in Fig. S13, if such thermodynamic hypothesis is correct, it is
more energetically favorable for the Au clusters to be adsorbed on freestanding graphene than the separated
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system. In other words, Δ퐺ad < Δ퐺sep is expected, where Δ퐺ad and Δ퐺sep are the free energy of adsorbed
and separated systems, respectively. Assume the surface area of graphene is 퐴Gr , the surface area of isolated
Au is 퐴Au, and the fraction of Au-covered graphene surface is 푓 , we have:
Δ퐺sep = 퐴Gr훾Gr + 퐴Au훾Au + Δ퐺co
Δ퐺ad = 퐴Gr(1 − 푓 )훾Gr + 퐴Gr푓훾Au−Gr + 퐴Gr푓훾Au + Δ퐺co
(S9)
where 훾Au and 훾Gr are the surface energy of Au and freestanding graphene, respectively, 훾Au−Gr is the in-
terfacial energy between Au and graphene, and Δ퐺co is the free energy of cohesion (chemical bonding) .
Consider the fact 퐴Gr ≫ 퐴Au, the inequality Δ퐺ad < Δ퐺sep can be approximated by
훾Au + 훾Au−Gr < 훾Gr (S10)
Since 훾Au ≫ 훾Gr , 훾Au−Gr must be negative. Combine with 훾Au−Gr = 훾Gr+훾Au−Δ푊Au−Gr , whereΔ푊Au−Gr is
the work of adhesion between graphene and Au, Δ푊Au−Gr should be considerably high to allow the wetting
of Au on freestanding graphene to occur. This is nonphysical since i) attractive vdW potential is stronger
with substrate-supported graphene, following the discussion in section S1.3 and ii) stronger adhesion leads
to higher nucleation density, contradictory to our experimental findings.
Separated Δ𝐺sep Adsorbed Δ𝐺ad𝛾Au𝛾Gr 𝛾Au−Gr
Surface fraction 𝑓
Criteria of wetting: Δ𝐺ad ≪ Δ𝐺sep; 𝛾Au + 𝛾Au+Gr < 𝛾Gr𝛾Au ≫ 𝛾Gr → 𝛾Au−Gr < 0
Figure S13: Thermodynamic considerations of a 2D platelet formed on freestanding graphene. Wetting
of high-surface-energy Au on Gr indicates the free energy of adsorbed system Δ퐺ad should be
smaller than in the separated system Δ퐺sep, which in turn means the interfacial tension 훾Au−Gr
is negative and adhesion between Au and Gr increases. This contradicts to the experimental
observation of ultra-low condensation of Au on freestanding graphene.
To further study the formation of large 2D platelets on freestanding graphene, we performed statistic
analysis for the Au nanostructures grown on different graphene surfaces using both AFM topography and
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SEM micrograph. As shown in Fig. S14, the Au nucleation density measured by AFM ranks Vac/Gr <
SiO2/Gr < SiN푥/Gr < a-C/Gr, which agrees with our SEM images in Fig. 2e. Fig. S14 compares the AFM
height distribution of Au nanostructures from > 500 samples points per graphene surface measured. The
fitted distribution curves indicate that the height of Au nanostructures followsVac/Gr > SiO2/Gr≈ SiN푥/Gr >
a-C/Gr. In other words, Vac/Gr is actually slightly less wettable to Au than the substrate-supported graphene
surfaces, in particular a-C/Gr, which agrees with our analysis in Fig. S3. On the other hand, the average
particle area for Vac/Gr/Au increases by > 102 times compared with that for a-C/Gr/Au, as shown in Fig.
S14c. Notably, the distribution of particle area for Vac/Gr/Au has an tail towards 104 nm2. In combination
with the observation of low friction interface between Vac/Gr and Au (Fig. S12), we conclude that the
formation of larger 2D crystals on freestanding graphene, can only be ascribed to kinetic effects. In fact, such
2D platelet formation may be metastable, as we observed the height of Au nanostructures on freestanding
graphene increased from ∼ 6 nm (as prepared, Fig. S11a) to ∼ 14 nm after annealing at 600 °C (Fig. S11c),
further proving that the freestanding graphene is poorly wettable by Au.
To estimate the surface diffusivity 퐷 of Au on different graphene surfaces, we compared the nucleation
density푁nu measured by SEM images as shown in Fig. S15 insets. The ratios퐷∗fs∕퐷∗i between the effective
diffusivities on freestanding graphene (퐷∗fs) and graphene surface i (퐷∗i ) calculated using the relation푁nu ∝
(퐷∗)−1∕3, are also plotted. The effective diffusivity on freestanding graphene can be up to 109 times faster
than that on a-C/Gr. Furthermore, although the average particle area on Vac/Gr/Au is larger than that of
substrate-supported graphene, the low nucleation density leads to less amount of Au deposited on Vac/Gr
surface, as a result of the existence of repulsive vdW interaction.
To rule out the possibility that the variation of Au nucleation density is influenced by the defects of the
CVD-grown graphene, we also measured Au morphology on mechanically-exfoliated graphene. Monolayer
(ML) graphenemechanically exfoliated onto SiO2 substrate was identified by optical micrograph (Fig. S16a).
As shown in Fig. S16b-d, the nucleation density, morphology and height distributions of Au deposited onto
mechanically-exfoliated graphene are similar to those observed in SiO2/Gr/Au samples prepared using CVD-
grown graphene.
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Figure S14: Statistics of Au nanostructures grown on freestanding or substrate-supported graphene
surfaces. a. AFM topography of Au deposited on freestanding graphene and graphene sup-
ported by SiO2, SiN푥 and a-C substrates. b and c. Height and surface area distribution of Au
particles on different graphene interfaces, respectively. The solid line in b and c are the con-
tinuous distribution function fitted using Gaussian kernel. Au nanoparticles on freestanding
graphene are slightly higher while much larger in lateral size compared with those on substrate-
supported graphene. The statistics were based on both AFM and SEM measurements.
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Figure S15: Histograms of nucleation density (left vertical axis) and corresponding SEM images of Au
morphology on graphene with different substrates. The calculated ratio퐷∗fs∕퐷∗i between ef-fective surface diffusivities of freestanding graphene (퐷∗fs) and graphene supported by substratei (퐷∗i ) are shown as the right vertical axis. Scale bars of SEM insets: 200 nm.
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Figure S16: Au nanostructures deposited on mechanically-exfoliated substrate-supported graphene. a
Optical image of a piece of exfoliated graphene transferred onto SiO2 substrate. Monolayer
(ML) regions are identified by optical contrast. b and c SEM and AFM characterizations of Au
nanostructures on freestandingGr when the nominal deposition thickness is 0.1 nm, respectively.
Despite the clean graphene surface created by mechanical exfoliation, nucleation density of Au
clusters is still higher than on freestanding Gr (Fig. 2d). d. Left axis: height distribution density
of all pixels in the inset AFM image, the reference level of the substrate (0 nm) is taken as the
center of the first peak. Right axis: histogram of average height per Au nanoplatelet in the inset
AFM image, showing similar trend with Fig. S14c.
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S2.4 KMC simulations of Au diusion
The detailed kinetic processes and their corresponding activation energy barriers in the KMC simulations are
schematically shown in Fig. S17. The KMC simulation box was implemented on a 푚×푛×2 triangular mesh
with periodic boundary conditions (PBC), as shown in Fig. S18. To simulate the experimental conditions on
the CVD-grown graphene, we implemented line and point defects on top of the triangular meshes (Fig. S18a,
pink dots) by assigning higher diffusion barrier Δ퐸∗d . Practically, when simulating very fast Au diffusion on
freestanding graphene, such defective regions act as preferential nucleation sites to promote growth of larger
Au platelets. A typical snapshot of the KMC simulation can be seen in Fig. S18b.
Deposition
rate 1/τ
Frictionless
diffusionΔ𝐸d ≈ 0
Monomer bindingΔ𝐸b
Diffusion on defect
High Δ𝐸d
Figure S17: Scheme of different kinetic processes for theAudeposited on freestandingGr. TheAu atoms
are deposited onto the freestanding Gr surface with a rate of 1∕휏, where 휏 is the characteristic
time interval of incoming Au atoms. On pristine Gr interface, the diffusion energy barrier Δ퐸d
is nearly negligible, leading to friction-less diffusion, while on defective / contaminated area
Δ퐸d is much higher. On the other hand, Au atoms are bonded to form covalent structures with
a energy barrier of Δ퐸b. The formation of large 2D Au structures are enabled when Δ퐸d on
pristine freestanding Gr is even much lower than Δ퐸b.
The Au evaporation process is modeled as follows. The rate of deposition is defined as 휈 = 1∕휏, where 휏
is the characteristic time scale between two deposition events, which follows:
휈 = 퐽e푁site = 휈0 exp(−
Δ퐸e
푘B푇
) (S11)
where 퐽e is the flux of evaporation (measured in ML·s−1), 푁site is the density of lattice sites in the KMC
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Figure S18: Schematic diagram of simulation box used in our 2D lattice-KMC. a The simulation box
consists of 푚 × 푛 × 2 triangle grids on which Au atoms are allowed to move. Line and point
defects (pink dots) are implemented by assigning higher Δ퐸d value onto corresponding grid
points. b Snapshot of a KMC simulation containing line defects. Yellow dots represents Au.
simulation, 휈0 is the rate prefactor, and Δ퐸e is the effective energy barrier for the evaporation process. For
퐽e = 0.01 ML·s−1, 푚 = 푛 = 100 and 휈0 = 1010 s−1, we have Δ퐸e ≈ 15푘B푇 . We also note in the current
KMC framework, the difference between freestanding and substrate-supported graphene is reflected by the
choice of Δ퐸0d , and surface corrugation is not taken into account.
There are several simplifications used in the KMC simulations. First, we do not specify whether the Au on
each mesh grid is a single atom or a cluster. As a result, the binding between two Au units may be slower than
that of surface diffusion. To simplify the simulation, the Au units are not allowed to move after coalescence
occurs. Moreover, since in this study we do not care about absolute time scale of cluster formation, the exact
value for 휈0 does not affect the final result.
The morphology of Au nanostructures are majorly influenced by the following factors: i) magnitude of
Δ퐸e and ii) competition between Δ퐸d and Δ퐸b. For all simulations we fix the diffusion barrier on defects
Δ퐸∗d to 15 푘B푇 .
Inuence of Δ퐸e Fig. S19 compares the different snapshots of Au nanostructures by varying Δ퐸e (hori-
zontal direction) and Δ퐸0d (vertical direction). Independent of the in-plane diffusion rate, by lowering Δ퐸e
(faster deposition), the nucleation density of Au nanostructures always increases. This is because when in-
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creasing the evaporation rate, there are more mobile Au on the graphene surface at the same time, leading to
higher rate of coalescence. In the experiment of Au evaporation, it is therefore always favorable to use lower
deposition rate for the formation of sparse and large clusters on freestanding graphene.
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Figure S19: Snapshots of Au nanostructure formation at 106 time steps by varying Δ퐸e and Δ퐸0d . In-dependent ofΔ퐸0d , decreasingΔ퐸e always leads to higher nucleation density. The value ofΔ퐸bis 10푘B푇 for all simulations. The line defects are plot at the edge of the simulation box for illus-
tration purpose. Note for very fast diffusion cases, the time scale of individual cluster to grow
appears to be longer than 106 steps, leading to smaller cluster size.
Inuence of Δ퐸0d and Δ퐸b The influence of Δ퐸0d and Δ퐸b on the Au nanostructure formation is more
complex. As shown in Fig. S20, with a lower Δ퐸0d∕Δ퐸b ratio, the nucleation density of Au nanostructures
decreases. On the other hand, we also observe that at same Δ퐸0d∕Δ퐸b ratio, increasing Δ퐸0d leads to forma-
tion of higher degree of nucleation. In both scenarios, the increasing of nucleation density can be explained
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by shorter time scale for Au coalescence to occur.Δ𝐸0d = 2𝑘B𝑇 Δ𝐸0d = 5𝑘B𝑇 Δ𝐸0d = 10𝑘B𝑇 Δ𝐸0d = 16𝑘B𝑇
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Figure S20: Snapshots of Au nanostructure formation at 106 time steps by varying Δ퐸b and Δ퐸0d . Dif-ferentΔ퐸0b∕Δ퐸d ratios lead to distinct morphology and nucleation density of Au nanostructures.The value of Δ퐸e is 20푘B푇 for all simulations. The line defects are plot at the edge of the simu-
lation box for illustration purpose. Note for very fast diffusion cases, the time scale of individual
cluster to grow appears to be longer than 106 steps, leading to smaller cluster size.
The Δ퐸0d∕Δ퐸b ratio also influences the morphology of individual Au nanostructure. A general trend ob-
served in Fig. S20 is that for higher Δ퐸0d∕Δ퐸b value, the Au nanostructure tends to dendritic, while for
lower Δ퐸0d∕Δ퐸b value the Au nanostructures becomes more compact. This can be explained by the fact that
when the rate of binding and diffusion are comparable, the structure formed is not fully relaxed. We use this
feature to explain the distinct Au morphology observed on bulk graphite and freestanding graphene surfaces,
as shown in Fig. S21. Although the nucleation density of Graphite/Au (Fig. S21a) at room temperature
is comparable with that of Vac/Graphene/au (Fig. S21b), the dendritic pattern formation on Graphite/Au
indicates the in-plane diffusion of Au is faster on freestanding graphene, given the fact that the Au-Au co-
alescence rate is almost independent on the substrateS21,S22. On the other hand, previous studies showed
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that hexagonal/triangular Au nanostructures on graphite could only be formed during high-temperature de-
positionS13,S18,S19, indicating that Δ퐸0d on freestanding graphene is lower than of bulk graphite. Taking the
surface corrugation of freestanding graphene into account, the fast in-plane Au diffusion on freestanding
graphene beyond the structural superlubricity, can only be explained by the existence of manybody repulsive
vdW interactions.
a bΔ𝐸0d/Δ𝐸b = 1 Δ𝐸0d/Δ𝐸b = 0.4
100 nm200 nm
Graphite/Au Vac/Graphene/Au
Figure S21: Simulated morphology of Au nanostructures on bulk graphite (a) and freestanding
graphene (b) surfaces. The dendritic patterns on graphite are formed as a result of the
high Δ퐸0d∕Δ퐸b ratio, while hexagonal and triangular structures are observed on freestand-ing graphene due to lower Δ퐸0d∕Δ퐸b. Experimental SEM images for Graphite/Au andVac/Graphene/Au fabricated from Au evaporation at room temperature are shown as insets of a
and b, respectively.
S3 Molecular epitaxy of BPE molecules
S3.1 Practical considerations
Molecular epitaxy on graphene surface is known to be influenced by the doping state of grapheneS23. To
rule out the possibility that observed polymorphism of BPE was due to doping, Raman spectroscopy was
used to monitor the charge density of graphene transferred on as-cleaned SiO2 (SiO2/Gr), self-assembled
octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS) on SiO2 (OTS/Gr) and gold (Au/Gr). The OTS-SiO2 substrate was used as a
reference for suppressing potential substrate-induced dopingS24. As shown in Fig. S22, on all substrates the
2D peak is higher than the G peak, and D peak intensity is negligible. As summarized in Table S2, the 2D
and G peak positions of SiO2/Gr and Au/Gr samples are statistically similar. From literatureS25, the positions
S26
of the G-peak for SiO2/Gr and Au/Gr indicates both samples have doping density less than 2 × 1012 e·cm−2.
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Figure S22: Typical Raman spectra of monolayer graphene transferred onto as-cleaned SiO2
(SiO2/Gr), OTS-treated SiO2 (OTS/Gr) and gold (Au/Gr) substrates. Raman spectra were
taken using 532 nm laser. In all cases the 2D peak remains higher than G peak indicating mono-
layer graphene. The positions of 2D and G peaks do not have apparent shift, similar doping
densities in these substrates.
Table S2: Peak position and full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of G and 2D peaks in the Raman
spectra in Fig. S22. Statistical average and deviation are taken from over 80 data points. The
peak parameters are fitted using Gaussian function.
Substrate Position G (cm−1) FWHM G (cm−1) Position 2D (cm−1) FWHM 2D (cm−1)
SiO2/Gr 1585.69⁄2.69 8.33⁄2.30 2675.62⁄4.15 17.75⁄2.52
OTS/Gr 1584.76⁄1.07 8.07⁄1.48 2676.42⁄2.57 16.05⁄3.16
Au/Gr 1582.50⁄2.48 10.31⁄2.93 2676.25⁄3.43 18.80⁄2.05
S3.2 Determining crystallographic parameters
The processes for determining the crystallographic parameters (crystal lattice constant and interplanar dis-
tances) are described as follows. The full-range GIWAXS spectra for SiO2/Gr/BPE and Au/Gr/BPE are
shown in Fig. S23. A rectangular beam stop was used to reduced the scattering from the substrate. The
1D diffraction profile was generated by first subtracting the background from the 2D GIWAXS spectra using
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rolling-ball algorithmS26, and calculated using:
퐼1D(푞) = ∫
휋∕2
0
퐼2D(푞, 휃)푞d푞 (S12)
where 퐼2D and 퐼1D are the 2D and 1D X-ray diffraction intensity, 푞 = |퐪| is magnitude of the diffraction wave
vector, and 휃 = arctan
||||| 푞푧푞푥푦
|||||.
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Figure S23: Full-range GIWAXS spectra of SiO2/Gr/BPE (a) and Au/Gr/BPE (b) systems correspond-
ing to Fig. 3c
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Figure S24: Lattice structure of BPE. a. Schematic of BPE unit cell with monoclinic symmetry. b. Typical
lattice planes in BPE single crystal with corresponding (ℎ푘푙) indices.
Single crystal data of BPE molecule from literatureS27 (CCDC DICNIM01) were used as a reference for
assigning theMiller indices for the lattice planes. As shown in Fig. S24a, the unit cell of BPE single crystal is
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monoclinic with 훾 ≠ 90⁃. The major diffraction planes are shown in Fig. S24b. The high-푞 (short interplanar
distance) diffraction planes (114), (121), (122), (124) and (125) are associated with the PTCDI basal plane of
BPE molecule. The simulated 1D X-ray diffraction profile from BPE single crystal data is shown in Fig. S25
(black line). In comparison, Fig. S25 also show the experimental 1D X-ray diffraction profiles for sublimed
BPE powder (blue line), SiO2/Gr/BPE (orange line) and Au/Gr/BPE (green line). The diffraction peaks in
the experimental 1D X-ray diffraction profiles were assigned as follows. Assuming the BPE molecules in
the experimental samples remained the monoclinic lattice structure, we first guessed the Miller indices for
the most prominent peaks in each 1D profile using the reference data from BPE single crystal. The lattice
constants 푎, 푏, 푐, 훾 were then calculated using least-square fitting based on the equation of interplanar spacing
in a monoclinic unit cellS28:
1
푑2ℎ푘푙
= 1
sin2 훾
[
ℎ2
푎1
+ 푘
2
푏2
+ 푙
2 sin2 훾
푐2
− 2ℎ푘 cos 훾
푎푏
]
(S13)
where 푑hkl = 2휋(푞ℎ푘푙)−1 is the interplanar distance. The assignment of Miller indices was refined iteratively
until the mismatches between experimental and the fitted values 푑ℎ푘푙 were minimized. The peak assign-
ment for BPE powder, SiO2/Gr/BPE and Au/Gr/BPE are labeled in Fig. S25, with the fitted lattice con-
stants and 푞ℎ푘푙 values listed in Tables S3 and S4, respectively. Comparing with BPE powder, SiO2/Gr/BPE
and Au/Gr/BPE show expansion in 푏-axis and shrinking in 푐-axis, possibly due to the templating effect of
grapheneS23. We find that the best-fitted lattice constants 푏 and 푐 for Au/Gr/BPE has about 1% expansion
compared with that for SiO2/Gr/BPE, corresponding to the increasing of interplanar distance between the
PTCDI basal planes in Au/Gr/BPE.
Table S3: Best fitted Lattice constants for BPE single crystalS27, BPE powder sample, SiO2/Gr/BPE
and Au/Gr/BPE using monoclinic lattice model.
푎 (Å) 푏 (Å) 푐 (Å) 훾 (°)
BPE single crystalS27 4.73 9.51 32.45 100.27
BPE powder 4.64±0.03 9.34±0.04 31.09±0.08 99.71±0.84
SiO2/Gr/BPE 5.01±0.08 9.56±0.03 29.94±0.16 99.76±0.85
Au/Gr/BPE 4.87±0.09 9.67±0.04 30.29±0.27 100.28±1.03
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Figure S25: 1D X-ray diffraction patterns of BPE single crystal, BPE powder, SiO2/Gr/BPE and
Au/Gr/BPE. The best-fitted (ℎ푘푙) indices are labeled. Diffraction of BPE single crystal is sim-
ulated using the RIETAN-FP package within the VESTA softwareS29.
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Table S4: Best fitted |퐪ℎ푘푙| values of major Bragg diffraction peaks (ℎ푘푙) for BPE single crystalS27, BPE
powder, SiO2/Gr/BPE and Au/Gr/BPE using monoclinic lattice model. Blank fields indicate
the corresponding diffraction peaks are weak in the sample.|퐪ℎ푘푙| (nm−1)
(ℎ푘푙) BPE single crystalS27 BPE powder SiO2/Gr/BPE Au/Gr/BPE
(002) 3.87 4.04
(011) 6.99 7.12 7.26 7.00
(004) 7.75 8.09
(013) 8.88 9.13 9.38 9.13
(014) 10.25 10.58
(006) 11.62 12.13
(021) 13.57 13.80 13.61 13.37
(102) 14.03 14.32
(112) 14.48 14.83
(113) 15.11 15.51
(104) 15.55 15.94
(114) 15.95 16.40 16.02 15.99
(115) 16.98 17.49
(121) 17.36 17.77 17.47 17.14
(122) 17.68 18.11 17.84 17.51
(124) 18.91 19.42 19.27 18.82
(125) 19.78 20.34 20.27 19.93
S3.3 Breakdown of wetting transparency theory
An important evidence supporting the existence of repulsive vdW interaction in Au/Gr/BPE system is the
breakdown of wetting transparency theory as observed from the lattice packing of BPE molecules on bare
substrates. From the Lifshitz theory, the magnitude of attractive vdW interaction between substrate and BPE
layer over vacuum monotonically increases when the dielectric responses of the substrate become stronger.
Therefore, when BPE molecules are evaporated on Au surface (Au/Vac/BPE), the vdW interaction potential
becomes more negative compared with the SiO2/Vac/BPE system, as shown in Fig. S26.
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Figure S26: Single-frequency interaction energy 퐺(푖휉) as function for ℏ휉 of BPE/Vac/SiO2 (violet) and
BPE/Vac/Au systems. In contrast to the 퐺(푖휉) of graphene-mediated systems in Fig. 3b, the in-
teraction between BPE and bare Au substrate is significantly stronger (more negative interaction
potential) than that on bare SiO2 substrate over the entire frequency range.
The change of substrate-BPE interaction leads to significant difference of BPE orientation between SiO2/Vac/BPE
andAu/Vac/BPE asmeasured from 2DGIWAXS spectra. The diffraction plane corresponding to the strongest
Laue spot changes from (002) in SiO2/Vac/BPE (Fig. S27a and S27c) to (013) in Au/Vac/BPE (Fig. S27b
and S27d). The PTCDI planes are brought closer to the Au surface due to the stronger Au-BPE interaction
compared with that on the SiO2-BPE interface.
The classical wetting transparency theory for 2DmaterialsS7,S8 clearly breaks down for the systems studied
here. From the wetting transparency theory based on additive model of vdW interactions, stronger iterations
between Au-BPE over vacuum will also lead to stronger vdW interactions in Au/Gr/BPE. Our observation
of lattice expansion in Au/Gr/BPE clearly cannot be captured by classical wetting transparency theory.
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Figure S27: GIWAXS spectra of BPE deposited on bare SiO2 (a) and Au (b) substrates. The principal
peaks in BPE/Gr/SiO2 and BPE/Gr/Au are (002) and (013) lattice planes, respectively. The
larger distance of (002) compared with (013) lattice plane agrees with the stronger interaction
in BPE/Vac/Au configuration. c and d Schemes of (002) and (013) lattice planes corresponding
to a and b, respectively.
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